Funding & Partnerships

- *DubPitch.*
- *Ten Ten Ventures.*

IP mining, Protection & Licensing

- Consulted on the IPO of an intellectual property.
- Worked with investors to develop a new IP strategy.

Innovation Funding

- $25M funding award from the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
- Received a grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) for a research project.

Workshop & Incubation

- *Gamechanger BlueDot* presented their innovations at the National Innovation Accelerator.
- Attended the *CoMotion* seminar to learn about the latest trends in innovation.

News

- UW-specific and Washington-supported innovations were showcased at the annual *Gamechanger* event.
- *GeekWire* featured a story on the success of *CoMotion* and its impact on local startups.

Events from our partners

- *Foster Building Business* hosted a workshop on COVID-19 recovery and reconstruction.
- *Ulysses* launched a new platform for remote work and telehealth.

Our Focus Areas

- Commercialization
- Licensing & Invention
- Technology Management & IP
- Partnerships & Investments
- Strategic Development